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ABSTRACT 

 
At high concentration, dispersions of deformable particles 
such as emulsions, microgels, micelles and star polymers 
jam into glassy materials that behave like weak elastic solids 
at rest but yield and flow at high stresses. These materials 
are basic components of viscoplastic formulations used as 
high-performance coatings, solid inks, ceramic pastes, 
textured food, or personal care products. The packed 
amorphous microstructure of soft particle glasses lies at the 
heart of their rheological behaviour. Individual particles are 
trapped in cages and can only move past one another 
appreciably if the local stress exceeds the strength of the 
contact interactions. Interestingly, chemistry offers a panel of 
strategies to tune the internal architecture of particles, the 
local elasticity, and the contact interactions, which can 
involve elastic repulsion and attractive forces. We will review 
recent experimental and theoretical advances that bridge the 
gap between particle scale properties and macroscopic 
rheology, thereby opening new routes towards the rational 
design of soft colloidal materials.    
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